Refresh Your Test-Taking Skills!

WHAT IS A SELF-ASSESSMENT?
Self-assessments assist candidates in evaluating their level of knowledge in examination blueprint areas. Each BCSP certification has its own self-assessment.

EACH SELF-ASSESSMENT INCLUDES:
- Self-assessment Questions
- References and Calculations
- Examination Blueprint
- Blueprint References
- Assessment Results
- Historical Results Tracking
- 6 Month Online Access

Both the examinations’ and self-assessments’ questions are designed based on the percentages indicated for each “Domain” in the examinations’ blueprints.

WHY USE SELF-ASSESSMENTS?
Candidates can utilize the self-assessment to evaluate their strengths and weaknesses, strategize test-taking pace, and plan future studying accordingly. Self-assessments are online to evaluate your knowledge anytime, anywhere!

ORDER YOURS TODAY!
VISIT BCSP.ORG
Click on My Profile, and select “Purchase Self-Assessment”

Note: No question in the self-assessment will appear on the actual examination. The self-assessment is an aid and not intended to be an exam training or preparatory document.
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